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Abstract—RespVis is an open-source JavaScript library which
extends D3 to support the creation of responsive SVG charts.
Each chart is a composite SVG document, whose elements can
be positioned and styled with CSS. Chart authors can use CSS
media queries and CSS Flexbox and Grid syntax to (re)position
chart components such as title, legend, axes, and the chart itself
in a responsive way. Example charts illustrate how to implement
other responsive patterns using CSS and JavaScript, such as
rotating labels, thinning out tick marks, or flipping a chart by
90°.

RespVis is implemented in TypeScript as an extension of D3.
It uses a novel custom layouter to enable the various SVG chart
components to be positioned via CSS layout mechanisms, which
are normally reserved for HTML elements.

Index Terms—responsive, visualisation, chart, SVG, CSS,
flexbox, grid, component, layout, pattern, D3, TypeScript.

I. INTRODUCTION

The predominance of the responsive web design paradigm,
whereby web pages respond and adapt to the size and char-
acteristics of the display device, has implications for web-
based charts and graphics. To be embedded in responsive
web pages, these too must become responsive, adapting to the
amount of space available, and supporting whatever interaction
modalities (pointer, keyboard, touch) are available on the end
user’s device. Note that the same chart code is served to all
devices; the responsive logic is embedded within the chart.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a responsive grouped bar chart.
On a wider screen, the legend is positioned to the right of
the chart and a longer chart title can be used. On a narrower
screen, the chart is rotated 90 degrees, the legend is positioned
beneath the x-axis, and a shorter title is used.

The RespVis framework is designed to make it easier for
chart builders to create responsive charts in JavaScript. It is
open-source and is hosted on GitHub [1]. The library is built
in ESM, CommonJS, and IIFE formats. Examples of common
charts are provided, including line chart, multi-line chart, bar
chart, grouped bar chart, stacked bar chart, and scatterplot.
Live demos are available of both the current stable master
branch [2] and the current developer branch [3]. To see the
responsive nature of the charts in action, open one of the
examples, then grab the side of the browser window and make
it narrower and wider.
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(a) Wide (>40rem).
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(b) Narrow (<40rem).

Fig. 1: A responsive grouped bar chart created with
RespVis. On a wider screen, the legend is positioned
off to the right. On a narrower screen, the chart is
rotated 90°, the legend is positioned beneath the x-
axis, and the title is shortened.
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Fig. 2: The four layers of components in the RespVis
library. Higher layers contain increasingly higher-
level components.

<div class="layouter">
  <svg class="chart">

    <g class="draw-area" />
    <g class="axis-left" />

    <g class="axis-bottom" />
    <g class="legend" />
  </svg>

</div>

<div class="layouter">
  <svg class="chart">

    <g class="draw-area" />
    <g class="axis-left" />
    <g class="axis-bottom" />

    <g class="legend" />
  </svg> 
  <div class="layout chart">
    <div class="layout draw-area"></div>
    <div class="layout axis-left"></div>

    <div class="layout axis-bottom"></div> 
    <div class="layout legend"></div>
  </div>

</div>
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Fig. 3: The RespVis Layouter internally replicates a
nested structure of SVG <g> elements with an
equivalent nested structure of HTML <div> ele-
ments.

II. RESPONSIVE DATA VISUALISATION

As outlined by Andrews [4, 5], responsive data visualisation
applies the principles of responsive web design to web-
based charts and visualisations. A responsive data visualisation
adapts (responds) to the available display space and the
characteristics of the display device. Some early prototypes
can be seen at Andrews and Smrdel [6]. A broader view
is taken by Horak et al. [7], who consider factors such as
posture, how a device is held, and environmental factors.
Hoffswell et al. [8] and Kim et al. [9] both give extensive
surveys of responsive visualisation techniques, grouping them
into categories of responsive patterns.

III. RESPVIS

RespVis is implemented in TypeScript as an extension of D3
[10]. D3 is a very popular JavaScript library, widely used to
produce information visualisations and charts inside the web
browser by associating SVG nodes with data items. RespVis
uses a four-layer component hierarchy, illustrated in Fig. 2.
Components in higher layers are at an increasingly higher level
of abstraction.

1 @media (max-width: 40rem) {
2 .chart {
3 grid-template:
4 ’header header’
5 ’axis-left draw-area’ 1fr
6 ’. axis-bottom’ auto
7 ’. legend’ auto / auto 1fr;
8 }
9 }

Listing 1: Using CSS Grid syntax to responsively
reposition the SVG chart components (title, axes,
legend, and drawing area) of the grouped bar chart
shown in Fig. 1b for a narrower screen.

Render Process

1. First Render 3. Second Render

2. Layout Process
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Fig. 4: The RespVis Layouter uses the browser to lay
out the HTML <div> structure, then applies the
calculated coordinates back to the original SVG
group structure.

One of the issues in building responsive charts is the
responsive placement of chart components such as the title,
legend, and axes. CSS has two powerful layout mechanisms
for the placement of HTML elements: Flexbox and Grid.
However, these are only applied to HTML elements. Having
access to them for SVG elements would greatly simplify the
task of responsive re-layout for SVG chart components.

RespVis features a custom layouter which makes Flexbox
and Grid (and indeed any CSS layout mechanism supported
by the browser) available for SVG elements. The RespVis
Layouter internally replicates a nested structure of SVG <g>

elements with an equivalent nested structure of HTML <div>

elements, as shown in Fig. 3.
With this in place, the chart author can use Flexbox or Grid

syntax to responsively position components of the SVG chart,
such as title, axes, legend, and the drawing area itself, as shown
in Listing 1.

The RespVis Layouter then renders the chart in a two-
stage process, shown in Fig. 4, where the browser is used
to calculate the layout of the replicated HTML structure. The
calculated coordinates are then transferred over to the original
SVG group structure. This way, SVG chart components such
as title, legend, axes, and the chart drawing area itself can
be responsively repositioned using standard CSS mechanisms
like Flexbox and Grid.

Other responsive patterns, such as rotating labels, shortening
titles or labels, thinning out tick marks, flipping a chart by
90°, or removing certain elements can be implemented using
a mixture of standard CSS mechanisms like media queries
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(b) Wide (60–80rem).
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Fig. 5: A responsive line chart. As the available space becomes narrower, the chart title and tick labels are shortened.
At the narrowest width, the axes are removed and the line chart becomes a sparkline.

(a) Wide (3 columns). (b) Narrow (2 columns).

Fig. 6: A simulated newspaper article. The charts are sized using CSS container queries. On a wider screen, a 3-column
layout means proportionately less space for each chart. In the 2-column layout, the stacked bar chart adapts to having
more room.



and container queries and pieces of custom JavaScript. The
example charts show how to do this for a number of common
responsive patterns.

IV. RESPVIS USAGE

RespVis provides templates for responsive versions of a
number of common chart types: line chart, multi-line chart,
bar chart, grouped bar chart, stacked bar chart, and scatterplot.
Fig. 5 shows a responsive line chart built with RespVis. As
the available space becomes narrower, the chart title and tick
labels are shortened. At the narrowest width, the axes are
removed and the line chart becomes a sparkline.

Fig. 6 shows a simulated newspaper article. The charts are
sized using CSS container queries. On a wider screen, a 3-
column layout actually means proportionately less space for
each chart. The stacked bar chart adapts by rotating itself by
90°. In the 2-column layout, the stacked bar chart takes on its
more traditional form with vertical bars.

Furthermore, RespVis has built-in functionality to filter and
select dimensions where several are available (for example, in
a grouped bar chart), and to export whatever the current view
is to an SVG file.

V. OUTLOOK AND FUTURE WORK

The RespVis framework is currently being extended to cover
more chart types, including parallel coordinates. It will also
be extended to make better use of touch and keyboard events
where supported by the end user’s device. The programming
interface for chart builders needs some refactoring. Better use
could also be made of container queries, now that they are
widely available in modern web browsers. Although the main
target users of RespVis are chart developers (chart builders),
some user testing of the interactivity and functionality pro-
vided by RespVis charts to end users of the charts would also
be beneficial and is planned.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

RespVis is an open-source JavaScript library which extends
D3 to support the creation of responsive SVG charts. The main
contribution of RespVis is its custom layouter for the respon-
sive placement of chart components such as title, legend, and
axes using standard CSS layout mechanisms like Flexbox and
Grid. In addition, the RespVis example charts illustrate how
to implement a number of responsive patterns using CSS and
JavaScript, such as rotating labels, shortening titles or labels,
thinning out tick marks, flipping a chart by 90°, or removing
certain elements.
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